3.

How much can be claimed?

The basic calculations for GASDS claims work in the same way as for Gift Aid. For each £1 of eligible
cash donation, the charity will be able to claim a top-up of 25p from HMRC. There is a maximum
claim of tax on a £5,000 donation, i.e. £1,250 of Gift Aid. However, this is subject to a minimum
claim for Gift Aid of £500 having been made by the church in the tax year. If the claim for the year is
less than £500, then the maximum donation that can be claimed on is ten times the Gift Aid claim.
Please note that an identifiable cash donation from a donor who has signed a gift aid declaration
cannot be included in GASDS. Donations made by cheques or standing orders are not eligible. The
reason for this is that the GASDS is aimed primarily at the charity’s unidentified donations.
If your church has more than one building, then you may be able to claim additional top up payments
of £1250 per building, provided these buildings are “community buildings” (i.e. the public or a
section of the public have access at some or all of the time). So for each building used you can
claim on up to £5,000 of donations on service offerings. This would be ideal in the case of linkages
where there are multiple places of worship; or where churches meet in other locations (outwith the
main church sanctuary). Examples of how this might operate can be found in the “Case Studies”
booklet.
Please note that buildings on adjoining land are classed as one “community building”, and so many
church halls will be not be eligible for additional amounts.
4. Time Limits
All claims under GASDS must be made within one year of the end of the tax year in which the
donation was collected. Remember that this is the tax year and not your accounting year end (where
this is different). Money donated in the year to 5 April 2014 can only be claimed on up until 5 April
2015.

5. How do we apply?
You can claim GASDS top up payments in respect of donations collected from 6 April 2013. The
claim will be made using the same form as that used to make full Gift Aid claims. For most churches,
this will be done by completing a single new online form for both Gift Aid and GASDS. HMRC are
updating their website regularly with further details about GASDS. www.hmrc.gov.uk
Information
will also be uploaded to the Church of Scotland website.
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